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Motivation: Where is the origin?

Are we interested in accurate cross sections for dipole-forbidden transitions?



  

Motivation: Is the dipole 
approximation valid?
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Background
The anisotropic oscillator strength is evaluated as

where the exact semi-classical transition moment is 
expressed as



  

Multipole expansion:

The zeroth order approximation give the dipole approximation. It will only
give nonzero oscillator strengths for dipole-allowed transitions!



  

Isotropic value: exact operator
Step 1

Analytic evaluation of the polarization direction.
 
Actually projecting the transition moment on the polarization plane is enough – 
no need for any explicit polarization vectors.



  

Isotropic value: exact operator
Step 2

Numerical integration over the wave vectors using Lebedev integration
over the solid angle. Only half of the quadrature points are needed.



  

Integral evaluation

Use standard Hermite-Gauss quadrature!

Modified McMuchie-Davidson scheme
by N. H. List et al. is an alternative.



  

Origin dependence:
Three different perspectives



  

The transition moment, a complex number, is origin 
dependent,

while the oscillator strength is not.

A complete interchange of the two components (real and 
imaginary) is accomplished when the projection of the 
displacement vector a on the wave vector k is equal to π/2.

To put this into a context of UV/Vis and X-ray spectroscopy, the 
magnitude of the displacement for such an interchange is |a| = 
500 Å–2000 Å and |a| = 0.025 Å–25 Å, respectively.

T

T (O+a)=(cos (k⋅a)+i sin(k⋅a))T (O)

f ∝T *T



  



  

Phase angle



  

Real and imaginary part of 
the transition moment 
projected on the polarization 
plane.



  

Value of the oscillator 
and rotational strength



  



  



  

Origin dependence, dipole allowed 
transitions



  

Origin dependence

Implications for selection rules: Even for simple systems, like the transition from 1s to 2p in 
helium, which would only be dipole allowed, the displacement of the origin will suddenly give 
non-zero higher order terms. 



  

Origin independence á la 
Bernadotte*

The truncated the Taylor expansion of the oscillator strength, rather than the
transition moment, is origin independent to any order.

*PhD. Student of Christoph R. Jacob



  



  

Truncation errors

How does the series converge,

 asymptotically, or oscillatory?



  



  

Dipole term:
Length and velocity



  

2nd order term



  

Truncated Taylor expansion
2nd order



  

Exact operator



  

Dipole forbidden transition



  

Basis set dependence



  

Weakly dipole-allowed transitions



  

Taylor expansion converge in
a oscillatory fashion



  



  

The exact operator: subconclusion

Pros:
● f is origin independent
● f does not have nonphysical values
● f is accurate for weakly and dipole-forbidden 
transitions
Cons:

● evaluation of the transition moment is transition 
dependent.



  

Case of a dipole-forbidden and quadrupole-allowed transition



  

Rotatory Strength

The rotatory strength depend on the magnitudes of the electric and 
magnetic dipole moments and their relative directions.



  

Rotatory strength

Arbitrary normalized polarization vectors are represented with a
Jones vector

Regular circular polarized light appears for η = ± π/2 with ψ = ± π/4, 
± 3π/4 since here the two plane waves are exactly out of phase with 
the same amplitude.

ϵ=
1

√2
(ϵ1±i ϵ2)



  

Rotatory Strength
For convenience the transition moment is split into 

the real and imaginary component 

For two arbitrarily selected polarization directions we compute
the rotatory strength as



  

Rotatory strength

Status and scope
● MS-CASPT2
● State-specific formalism
● Spin-orbit coupled states
● Application calculations are just around the 

corner.



  

Simplifications for X-ray 
spectroscopy

The integrals depend on the transition energy, that is, they have to 
be computed for each individual transition. In some cases, such as 
X-rays, there can be up to thousands (1000s) of transitions!

Can we approximate the integrals for transitions with similar 
energy? 



  

with kc=kb-ka small, we can perform a multipole expansion, this is, 
the error to first order in the integral is:

That is, we can group transitions with similar relative energies 
together and compute a reduced set of integrals only.



Summary
● Efficient and accurate
● Shine light on the intensities of weak and 
forbidden transitions 

● Origin independent
● No unphysical oscillator strengths.
● Fast algorithms for X-ray spectroscopy
● Rotatory strength in pipeline
● Transfer technology to evaluate ionization cross 
sections using Dyson orbitals.



Future developments

Experimental methods to measure dipole-
forbidden transitions:

● 2-photon transitions
● 2-photon entangled transitions
● Photons with orbital angular momentum
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